The Shrub Cooperative and the UoE Social Policy Society present

The First Ever University of Edinburgh Take One Action

A Season of Documentaries on Issues of Social Justice and Sustainability

A Series of Documentaries Presented by
The Shrub Co-op and UoE Social Policy Society

University of Edinburgh
Take One Action

11 Feb Everyday Rebellion
18 Feb Pandora’s Promise
10 Mar Bikes vs Cars
31 Mar A River Changes Course
12 May Blood in the Mobile
19 May We Are Northern Lights

University Central
George Square
6:45PM
Free

The films will be followed by a panel discussion.
To guarantee your seat and find more information, visit www.tinyurl.com/toaed

4 Successful Screenings
138 People Reached
2 Stunning Documentaries and Discussions To Go

“Great screening, great sense of events, great organisers :)
“I enjoyed the discussion at the end of the film!”
Bikes vs Cars

“This film offered me a new perspective on the issue [of nuclear power].”
Pandora’s Promise

“It showed me to value differently everything I have.”
57 of 64 people rated the film as ‘excellent’ or ‘very good’
A River Changes Course